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ABSTRACT 

Video halftoning is a technology used to render a 

video onto a display device that can only display limited 

number of levels. Conventional video halftoning 

algorithms produce blue noise video halftones which are 

prone to flickering. Dedicated deflickering processes are 

hence required to reduce flickering. These processes 

share a common approach in which pixels are artificially 

made stable subject to some quality constraints. Due to 

the difficulty to control the extent of stability, artifacts 

caused by overstability such as dirty window effect, 

subtle motion and residual shadow are easily found in 

video halftones. In this paper, we suggest producing 

green noise video halftones instead of blue noise video 

halftones. By doing so, we can effectively reduce 

flickering and eliminate artifacts caused by overstability 

from the root simultaneously.  

 

I. I
TRODUCTIO
 

 

Video halftoning is a technique used to convert a 

gray-level video into a bi-level video. It is widely used to 

render a gray-level video onto a display device that can 

only support binary levels such as electronic paper.  

A natural realization of video halftoning is to 

halftone each frame of the original video sequence 

separately with a well-developed halftoning algorithm 

such as error diffusion. However, as output frames are 

made up of pixels of binary levels (0 and 1), when 

frames are halftoned independently, it is very likely that 

in the halftoned video the intensity values of a pixel 

toggles between 0 and 1 frequently.  As a consequence, 

flickering occurs when the halftoned video is played at a 

medium frame rate.  

Various techniques have been proposed to reduce 

the flickering artifacts[1]-[8]. The basic idea behind them 

is to reduce the unnecessary toggle of pixel values along 

the time axis by making use of the temporal correlation 

among frames. For example, a three-dimensional (3-D) 

error diffusion algorithm was proposed in [1] to 

minimize the flickering artifacts. In [2], Gotsman 

proposed an iterative video halftoning algorithm in which 

the halftoning output of a particular frame is initialized to 

be the halftoning output of its previous frame and then 

rectified iteratively to minimize the temporal flicker 

between two successive frames. In [4], different 3-D 

error diffusion filters were designed to produce video 

halftones for being played  at different frame rates to 

solve the problem. In [5], a direct binary search 

algorithm is applied for video halftoning. In [7], Sun 

proposed a video halftoning algorithm in which 

quantization error of a pixel is diffused to its 

spatiotemporal neighbors by separable one-dimensional 

temporal and two-dimensional spatial error diffusions. 

Motion adaptive gain control is employed to enhance the 

temporal consistency of the visual patterns by 

minimizing the flickering artifacts. In [8], a reference 

frame is derived from a group of frames and then used to 

control the temporal stability of the pixels in the group of 

frames based on a flickering sensitivity-based human 

visual model.  

As mentioned earlier, all these algorithms share the 

same idea to reduce flickering by reducing the temporal 

change of pixel values. There is a dilemma in 

deflickering. On one hand we want to keep the value of a 

pixel stable to reduce flickering. On the other hand, when 

pixels are too stable, the temporal resolution of the 

halftoned video drops and  some visible artifacts such as 

residual shadow, subtle motion[8], and dirty window 

effect[9] may be introduced. 

Residual shadow and subtle motion are two visual 

artifacts addressed in [8]. The former one is a visual 

phenomenon where an edge in a previous frame remains 

in the halftoned output of the current frame while the 

latter one is a visual phenomenon where a slight and 

slow motion in a video frame is covered. They are caused 

by the deflickering mechanism which tries to keep the 

pixels remain unchanged in successive frames whenever 

possible. In general, the deflickering mechanism detects 

the intensity difference of a pixel between two successive 

frames in the original video sequence. When the 

difference is lower than a predefined threshold, the value 

of the pixel in the two corresponding frames of the video 

halftone remain unchanged and hence the two artifacts 

occur. 

Dirty window effect (DWE) is another problematic 

issue in video halftoning and it is addressed by Rehman 

and Evans in [9]. The intensity variation of some pixels 

in a region is not significant such that the deflickering 

mechanism keeps their output values unchanged over a 

number of binary frames. These pixels look like dirt 

stains on the display window when the video halftone is 

played.   

 One can see that residual shadow, subtle motion, 

and dirty window effect are all by-products of improper 

deflickering. Conventional deflickering algorithms 

reduces flickering by purposely making pixel value 

temporally stable, but the overstability of binary pixels in 

the temporal dimension results in these artifacts. When 

we reduce the toggle rate of pixels between successive 

frames, it reduces flickering but increases these artifacts. 



The situation reverses when we do the opposite. A 

special arrangement is hence required to take care of 

these artifacts during deflickering.  

To make a compromise, one can define two 

separate measures for measuring the extent of flickering 

and the severity of the artifacts caused by overstability, 

combine them to form a single cost function, and then 

produce an ‘optimized’ video halftone by minimizing the 

cost of the video frames as in [8]. Another approach is to 

produce a video halftone first without concerning the 

artifacts caused by overstability and then enhance the 

quality of each frame of the video halftone by reducing 

the artifacts as in [9]. 

In particular, in the enhancement solution proposed 

in [9], frames are enhanced one by one. Stable pixels in 

each halftoned frame, whose values are the same as in 

the previous halftoned frame, are raster-scanned and 

processed one by one. For each one of them, if toggling it 

does not cause a significant quality drop of the frame, it 

will be toggled to  reduce the possibility of having DWE. 

It takes considerable time as each frame is enhanced 

iteratively until it converges. However, this is 

comparatively not a big problem as it can be done off-

line in some applications.  

In fact, the real problem is that, whatever approach 

is used to do a compromise, we need to define objective 

measures to describe the extent of flickering, the extent 

of DWE and some other subjective attributes such as the 

quality of a video haftone. It is well known that all these 

attributes are difficult to measure quantitatively, not to 

mention how we can appropriately weight them 

according to their significance when combining them to 

form a single objective function or make them 

comparable when making a compromise.      

In this paper, we proposed a solution to reduce 

flickering and eliminate the artifacts caused by overstable 

pixels simultaneously. The organization of this paper is 

as follows. In Section II, a suggestion is made to realize 

video halftoning in a way different from the conventional 

video halftoning algorithms. The motivation of the 

suggestion is discussed. Simulation results for 

performance evaluation are given in section III. Finally, a 

conclusion is drawn in Section IV. 

 

II. MOTIVATIO
 OF GREE
 
OISE VIDEO 

HALFTO
I
G 

 

As discussed in section II, conventional halftoning 

algorithms generally adopt a common deflickering 

mechanism to reduce flickering. The idea behind this 

common deflickering mechanism is to keep pixel values 

temporally stable as much as possible. As it is difficult to 

set a quantitative criterion to judge how much the 

appropriate amount of stability is, it is hard to control the 

extent of deflickering, and various visual artifacts such as 

dirty window effect, subtle motion and residual shadow 

occur due to the overstability of pixel values.  

By inspecting the conventional video halftoning 

algorithms, it can be found that all of them are basically 

blue noise halftoning algorithms. Each frame of the 

output video halftone is made up of isolated dots. 

Theoretically, the isolated dots in a blue noise halftone 

should be of random nature, and hence isolated dots of 

the same intensity level in two successive halftoned 

frames will have no tendency to overlap with each other 

if the two frames are halftoned independently. To 

promote overlapping of these isolated dots, a special 

arrangement has to be made so as to artificially force 

them to overlap subject to a quality constraint. The 

difficulty in its control produces the overstability issue 

and causes various visual artifacts accordingly.    

What happens if we need not carry out an explicit 

deflickering process to promote temporal stability as 

conventional video halftoning algorithms do? If we can 

make it, we do not need to artificially force pixels to 

keep its value unchanged and we do not need to find a 

measure on which we based to control the stability of the 

pixels. As a consequence, we can avoid the difficultly in 

adopting measures and eliminate the artifacts caused by 

overstability from the root.  

Green noise halftoning is a technique widely used 

in printing applications to produce high quality 

hardcopies of images. A green noise halftoning output is 

made up of clustered dots instead of isolated dots. In 

other words, unlike the case in blue noise halftoning, in 

the halftoning output we have isolated dot clusters 

instead of isolated dots. As compared with a dot, a dot 

cluster has a larger area-to-perimeter ratio and hence it is 

less sensitive to dot gain.  

When green noise halftoning is exploited in video 

halftoning to produce binary frames, the larger area-to-

perimeter ratio of a dot cluster can also help to reduce 

flickering. The effect is remarkable even when the 

frames are independently halftoned. The reason is as 

follows. If there is no scene break between two 

successive frames, their content will be more or less the 

same, and hence isolated dot clusters in the same spatial 

region of their corresponding green noise halftoning 

outputs should be of the same intensity value (0 or 1). 

Obviously, as compared with isolated dots, isolated 

clusters from two binary halftones generated with two 

similar frames are more likely to overlap with each other. 

This automatically reduces the toggle rate of pixels 

between successive frames and increases the temporal 

stability.  

Note that the stability is achieved with green noise 

halftoning naturally and no artificial interference is 

carried out to force any pixels to be stable. At this point, 

we do not need to make a compromise proactively. As 

there is no restriction for one to select a green noise 

halftoning algorithm (e.g. [10]-[14]) to halftone a frame, 

one can focus on the halftone quality and pick a right 

green noise halftoning algorithm to produce a high-

quality halftone. As a side effect, the produced video 

halftone can reduce flickering artifacts automatically. 

This releases the burden of selecting measures and 

thresholds to make a compromise. Besides, there is no 

overstable issue and hence there is no artifacts such as 

residual shadow, subtle motion and dirty window effect. 

If a pixel should not be stable over frames, the green 



noise halftoning will not force it to be stable as it solely 

cares about the picture quality instead of stability. By 

considering all these advantages, we suggest that we 

should use green noise halftoning to realize video 

halftoning.  

 

III. SIMULATIO
 RESULTS 

 

In this section, we investigate how much green noise 

halftoning can reduce the flickering artifacts as compared 

with blue noise halftoning. In particular, testing video 

sequences including Tennis, Garden, Football and 

Trevor were halftoned with a blue noise halftoning 

algorithm and a green noise halftoning algorithm 

separately to produce video halftones for comparison. As 

the concern is how much flickering artifacts can be 

reduced by green noise halftoning, frames are halftoned 

independently no matter which halftoning algorithm is 

used such that they can be compared fairly under the 

same conditions.   

There are a number of state-of-the-art green noise 

halftoning algorithms. In our simulation, FMEDg [12] 

was exploited as it allows one to adjust the average dot 

cluster size and hence the noise characteristics of the 

halftoning output linearly and flexibly by adjusting a 

single parameter R1. R1 is actually the inner radius of the 

isotropic ring diffusion filter used in FMEDg for error 

diffusion. FMEDg was developed based on a high 

performance blue noise halftoning algorithm called 

FMED[15]. Both FMED and FMEDg share the same 

implementation framework, which allows us to make a 

fair comparison between blue noise video halftoning and 

green noise video halftoning. For reference purpose, the 

video halftones produced with FMED and FMEDg are, 

respectively, referred to as VFMED and VFMEDg. 

When producing VFMEDg with FMEDg, the value of R1 

is select to be 1.8. 

Two metrics are used to evaluate the flickering effect 

of a video halftone in this paper. In particular, a metric 

called average temporal frequency of flickering (ATFoF) 

is used to measure the flickering effect of a video 

sequence. It was proposed in [8] to characterize the 

degree of temporal errors and is defined as 
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where Bi,j,z is the intensity value of the (i,j)
th
 pixel in the 

z
th
 frame of video halftone B, W and H are, respectively, 

the width and the height of a frame, and $ is the number 

of frames of the testing video sequence. While metric (1) 

shows the average temporal frequency of flickering for 

the whole halftone video, the second metric allows us to 

have a clear picture of the flickering effect between two 

successive frames and it is defined as 
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where Bz is the z
th
 frame of video halftone B. 

Figure 1 shows the performance of VFMED and 

VFMEDg in terms of TFoF. No matter what activities 

are in the testing videos, the proposed VFMEDg can 

 

 

 
(a) Football  (b) Garden 

 

 

 
(c) Tennis  (d) Trevor 

Figure 1. The TFoF performance of various algorithms for different video sequences (a) Football, (b) Garden, (c) Tennis 

and (d) Trevor. 



consistently provide better results as compared with 

VFMED. Note that, for testing video Tennis, the TFoF 

performance of both VFMED and VFMEDg is very 

close in some occasions. It is because the testing video 

contains zooming and scene changes. For frames with 

gradually changing activities, there is always less 

flickering artifacts in the output of VFMEDg. 

 Table 1 shows the performance of VFMED and 

VFMEDg in terms of ATFoF. One can see that a better 

performance can be achieved by VFMEDg. The halftone 

videos of testing video Trevor are put on the web 

(http://www.eie.polyu.edu.hk/~enyhchan/GNoise_Video

_Halftoning/VH.zip) for visual inspection.  

Figure 2 shows the 90
th
 frames of the halftoning 

outputs of VFMED and VFMEDg. Theoretically, blue 

noise halftoning can provide an output of higher spatial 

resolution than green noise halftoning as it uses dots 

instead of dot clusters to render a frame. However, from 

Figure 2, one can see that some spatial features such as 

the clothes creases and the curtain creases can be 

preserved in an even better way when VFMEDg is used. 

 

 

Testing Video VFMED VFMEDg 

Tennis 0.3767 0.3729 

Garden 0.3932 0.3755 

Football 0.3920 0.3656 

Trevor 0.3338 0.2897 

Table 1. The ATFoF performance of various algorithms

  

 

IV. CO
CLUSIO
 

Green noise halftoning has its advantages over blue 

noise halftoning when it is used to produce video 

halftones. It reduces flickering naturally without the need 

of explicit interference. This releases the burden of 

selecting measures to make explicit compromise and 

causes no overstable issue. Accordingly, there is no 

artifacts such as residual shadow, subtle motion and dirty 

window effect. Note that there is no conflict between 

green noise halftoning and using interframe correlation to 

deflicker. One can exploit the deflickering schemes 

proposed in conventional video halftoning algorithms to 

reduce the flickering artifacts further with green noise 

halftoning.   
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Figure 2. The video halftoning results of the 90
th
 frame of 

testing video: (a) original, (b) VFMED and (c) VFMEDg 
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